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Okay…  
Here’s the 
obligatory pictures 
of my dudes.

Cletus Bubba



AbeJessy

Person who doesn’t want 
to be in my slides.



1994

(Another accidental 
banker)









There are lots of folks 
out there who hate 

only two things:

1) Change

2) The way things are

First, can we 
acknowledge something?



Okay, no one truly knows the future… but let’s ponder a few things.



Evolution does not mean elimination.

Failing to evolve almost guarantees elimination.



Clinging too long to 
the business models 

that brought you past 
success will almost 

assuredly lead to your 
demise.



I personally do not 
believe that very many 

banks AT ALL have 
made structural changes 

during the pandemic 
that they weren’t either 

planning or were already 
doing, anyway.



When I grow up, I 
think I want to be a 

“futurist”.

Some of these “experts”
have been telling us that 
branches are going away 
for…oh… 20+ years now.



Newsflash:
The future is…uh… a long 

time.





Number of bank branches in the U.S. in 2001:

Number of bank branches in the U.S. in 2021:

88,000

102,000

Peak number of branches was in 2010 at 113,000Source:



In 2001 the US hosted 1 branch 
for every 1,200 households.

In 2021 the US hosts 1 branch 
for every 1,230 households.

Source:



According to the most recent Federal 
Reserve Board’s Survey of Consumer 

Finances, the #1 reason for 
customers selecting their primary 

checking account provider is 
“location of branches”                        

at 43%. 

(And second place is not even close.)



What do we consider 
convenient…enough?









Okay, these PhD’s call it “gravity fields”



These things aren’t going 
anywhere; and are 

becoming more central to 
our lives than ever.



As the tools of our 
trades get better, 

they will either 
work for us or 

against us.



Today’s golfers hit the 
balls so much farther 
than in the old days!





Self-service was once perceived as something banks did TO customers.

Now, it is something banks do FOR customers.



“Digital first” does not mean 
digital only.

It does, however, mean our 
approach to the game must 

change.

Talented bankers matter 
more than ever.

Their day-to-day roles and 
activities, however, are 

evolving.



People do not visit 
branches.  

People visit bankers.  



Our customer 
contact personnel 
are evolving into 
the vital human 
interfaces of 
increasingly     
on-line 
operations.



As the number of annual branch visits have 
gone down, the impact and value of each 

individual visit has gone up.

Any customer giving you the opportunity to serve them in person 
is giving you the opportunity to truly solidify a relationship.



For an increasing number of branch 
visitors, acknowledgment, engagement , 
empathy, and appreciation matter even 

more than efficiency.



Are your lines worth waiting in?



“You have to help people learn. In our 
world, we know that change itself hits 

the same part of your brain as the  
pain center.”

Tim Parsey

Your top 
performers are 

often the people 
who resist 
change the 

most.



The following 
statement shouldn’t 

be controversial.  



“Sales” is oxygen.  



Every organization you 
respect has a sales 

culture.  
growth



Market Hard,  
Sell Soft

Make A Friend,   
Earn A Customer

The 10 Word Philosophy For A 
Successful Sales and Service 

Culture



What do 
people like 

talking about?
Themselves

Kids/Grandkids

Pets

Hobbies/Sports Teams

Jobs



Fact:
Most folks have never in their lives 

been personally asked for their 
business by a banker.

Most have a bank. 
Most do not know a banker.



Modern 
technology 

lets you 
learn when 
something 
strikes a 
nerve.



If you haven’t 
dealt with failure 
or felt rejection in 

some time…
you might not 
really be in the 

game.



When I was 
your age, I had 
to walk a mile 

uphill both 
ways in the 

snow to 
deposit a 

check.



Question:

Who in your market(s) puts more business 
cards into circulation each month?



Question:

What do your parking lots, landscaping, and 
drive-up facilities look like right now?



The one skill that will get 
you the furthest in sales, 

customer service, marriage, 
parenting, friendship and 
pretty much any situation 

involving other human 
beings: 

Paying 
Compliments



A person whom you pay a 
compliment to:

…is a person you will see 
again.  He or she will make 

sure you have the 
opportunity to do that again.

…is a person who likes 
the way you think and 

absolutely wants to trust 
your judgment. 



Dealing with 
turbulence

Don’t allow yourself 
or your team to stall



Attention Leaders:
Never 

underestimate the 
importance of 
thespian skills.

Also: Always 
remember that lack 
of communication 

communicates 
plenty.



Our direct supervisors provide 
the prism through which we  

tend to see our company and 
our future with it.



Everything is hard…

I want to become
a better leader

a better spouse/partner

a better teammate
a better person

a better parent

healthier
happier

Everything is hard… until it’s easy.



Congratulations. 

You’re in the game. 

There are millions 
on the sidelines who 
would trade places 

with you today.





Most of the biggest 
“problems” you have 
today are associated 
with things you once 

only daydreamed 
about having.

Most of the biggest 
“problems” you have 
today are associated 
with things you once 

only daydreamed 
about having.



Good people win.TM

Dave.Martin@bankmechanics.com
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